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EU directive effects accessibility to Academic Theses 
Doctoral theses published as digital documents after 23 September 2018 are 
covered by the Digital Public Service Accessibility Act. 
 
This means that theses saved as PDF files in DIVA should be designed in such a 
way that, for example, the text can be read with an accessibility application. 
This makes it possible to convert the text to formats that the users need, such 
as large style, Braille, speech, symbols, or simpler languages. 
 
To create an accessible PDF, it is recommended that you apply a format to the 
original document where headings, preambles, body text, and images are 
correctly marked. Then, when you convert the document to PDF, you may need 
to make some adjustments depending on the version of, for example, Microsoft 
Word you are using. These additions are often done in Acrobat Professional.  
You can learn more about creating PDF documents which are digitally 
accessible on Inside. 
https://bthse.sharepoint.com/Sidor/Skapa-tillganglighetsanpassade-pdf-er 
 

Update your Authority record in DiVA 
An easy way to secure that your articles and other publications are 
identied as yours on the web is to update your DiVA authority 
record with an ORCID identifier. 

Create an ORCID identifier at orcid.org and enter it by logging in to DiVA, 
choose “My authority record” 

 

Go down to “New Identifier” and paste your new ORCID-ID and click the 
Add-button.  

BTH is top three publishing research open access 

among Swedish universities 
Of all universities with more than 3000 records in Swepub, BTH is 
number three with 42% of all research publications open access. 
Best in class is Karolinska with 66% and Malmö university second 
with 43%. 

Swepub currently contains references to research publications registered 
in approximately forty of the Swedish universities and of other authority 
publication databases.  

Check out the Swepub database for yourself at SwePub (kb.se). There is 
also a useful service called Swepub bibliometrics with metadata about 
researchoutput as basis for bibliometric studies: Bibliometri | Swepub 
(kb.se) (Only in Swedish). 
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Dissertations defended 
2nd quarter 2021 

“The social dimension of 
sustainable product 

development” 

By Patricia Lagun Mesquita – TISU 
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Search and Publish! 
search for journals where you 

can publish open access 
without fees. The cost is 

already covered by the library  
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